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Abstract
One ecological problem that has raised significant
concern in recent years is forest wildfires. A realtime simulation system for accurately predicting
where and how fast a forest fire will spread would
assist at the tactical level in effectively controlling
it. In modeling and simulating forest fire spread
using the cellular discrete event approach, the forest cell model is the basic building block of the entire simulation model. Therefore, it is necessary to
express the forest cell model in the discrete event
specification (DEVS) formalism being used in order to mathematically verify the model correctness
before implementing it. In this paper we present a
DEVS forest cell model and express it directly in
the Parallel DEVS formalism, thus mathematically
verifying the model correctness. We also argue that
the forest cell model cannot be directly expressed
in the Timed Cell-DEVS formalism due to its requirement for binary states and one time delay per
cell.

the models for simulating the processes underlying
these ecological problems are spatially distributed
and require large amounts of data for simulation.
An example of such an ecological problem is forest
wildfires.
In recent years forest wildfires have become so
destructive throughout the world that it is more
likely that this trend will continue. At the strategic
level, greater attention must be focused on the underlying causes, the effect of land management on
fire ecology, wildfire risk, the dynamics of vegetation fuel, and how to reduce the likelihood of catastrophic fires [Andrews and Queen 2000]. However,
once a forest wildfire has started, a real-time simulation system for accurately predicting where and
how fast the fire will spread would assist at the tactical level to effectively bring it under control. Toward that objective, the work reported in [Ntaimo
et al., 2003] develops a cellular DEVS model [Zeigler
et al., 2000; Zeigler and sarjoughian 2002] of forest
fire spread that includes response control measures.
The cellular DEVS modeling approach is chosen because of its ability to effectively represent large-scale
spatial dynamic phenomena for efficient simulation
[Ameghino et al., 2001; Muzy et al., 2002; Zeigler
2003].

In modeling fire spread using the cellular DEVS
approach, the forest cell model is the basic building block of the entire simulation model. ThereA lot of ecological problems are concerned with fore, it becomes necessary to express the forest cell
propagation processes and therefore, their study of- model in the DEVS formalism being used in order to
ten require to develop models that take into account mathematically verify the model correctness before
the system evolution in both time and space. Such implementing it. In this paper we mathematically
problems are generally of a large-scale nature and verify the model correctness of the forest cell model
are difficult to efficiently simulate. Furthermore, presented in [Ntaimo et al., 2003] by expressing it
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INTRODUCTION

directly in Parallel DEVS formalism [Zeigler and
sarjoughian 2002]. We also argue that our forest
cell model cannot be directly expressed in Timed
Cell-DEVS formalism [Wainer and Giambiasi 1998]
mainly due to the fact that the forest cell model requires multiple general states and multiple time delays. The Timed Cell-DEVS formalism allows only
for binary states and one delay per cell, while the
Parallel DEVS formalism allows for multiple general states as well as multiple time delays per cell,
both of which are required by our forest cell model.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we give a description of the forest cell model
and describe how fire spread is modeled in the cell.
In addition, we briefly mention how simple fire suppression rules are incorporated in the cell model. In
section 3 we express the forest cell model in Parallel
DEVS, thus verifying the model correctness mathematically. An attempt to express the forest cell
model in Timed Cell-DEVS is made in section 4.2.
We end our paper with some concluding remarks
and point out some future research directions along
this line of work.

Tf li : the forest cell’s fireline intensity threshold
for ignition;
f ln: flame length;
spreadEnt:
cell fire spread entity, where
spreadEnt = {this.cell id, ros, sdr, f li, f ln | ros,
sdr, f li, f ln ∈ <+ }, is the spread entity.

2.1

Model States, Inputs and Outputs

The forest cell atomic model has 6 basic states;
unburned, unburned wet, burning, burning wet,
burned, and burned wet. The cell has an additional
state,weather update, which allows for the update
of wind speed and direction across the cell.
The the model has eleven basic input ports,
namely; “inN”, “inNE”, “inE”, “inSE”, “inS”,
“inSW”, “inW”, “inNW”, “inWeather”, “inIgniter”, and “inFirefight”. The last three input ports
allow for the transmission of weather, ignition and
fire fighting information, respectively, to the cell.
The other input ports allow for the cell to receive
input from the neighbor cell as a signal for potential cell ignition if the cell is in the unburned state.
The cell also has two additional inputs, “start” and
2 THE DEVS FOREST CELL “stop”, for initialization and stopping the simulation, respectively.
MODEL
When a cell receives input on any of the input
ports “inN” through “inNW”, it calls a method
We now give a description of the forest cell model. to compute its fireline intensity based on the cell’s
We first state the appropriate nomenclature and fuel model, slope, aspect, and prevailing wind
then describe the cell states, inputs and outputs. speed and direction. Let us call this method
We also describe fire spread and fire suppression in computeFlnIntensity() and we will use it in exthe cell. Throughout this paper | is the mathemat- pressing the forest cell model in the Parallel DEVS
ical symbol for “such that” and || is the symbol for formalism. If a cell’s fireline intensity is above the
the operator “or”. Let us define the following:
threshold Tf li the cell immediately transitions into
the burning state.
xcoord: cell’s x coordinate in the cellspace;
The cell model has nine basic output ports,
namely; “outN”, “outNE”, “outE”, “outSE”,
ycoord: cell’s y coordinate in the cellspace;
cell id:
cell’s
id,
and
cell id
= “outS”, “outSW”, “outW”, “outNW”, and “out{xcoord, ycoord | xcoord, ycoord ∈ Z + }, is a Trans”. The cell transmits its cell ID to the neighbor cells via the first eight ports to signal that fire
pair
structure where Z + is the set of positive integers; has now reached them. The last output port allows
for the transmission of fire spread variable data to a
wsp: wind speed;
transducer for the experimental frame. Additional
dir: wind direction;
output and input ports can be added to the cell
wsp dir pair: cell’s wind speed and direction
model as needed.
pair, where, wsp dir pair = {wsp, dir | wsp,
+
dir ∈ < }, is the wind speed and direction pair
2.2 Fire Spread
structure;
ros: rate of spread;
In this subsection we describe how fire spread is
sdr: spread direction;
modeled in our DEVS forest cell model. For clarity,
f li: fireline intensity;
we define two methods for computing fire spread

in a cell and use them in the next section in expressing the forest cell model in Parallel DEVS. We
abstract and model fire spread as follows. First, a
one-dimensional rate of fire spread and direction using a given fire spread mathematical model such as
Rothermel’s model [Rothermel 1972] is computed.
This model takes in as input the forest cell fuel
properties, topography, wind speed and direction.
Once the major rate of spread and direction are determined, a decomposition algorithm that takes in
as input the computed rate of spread and direction
and the topography of the cell (mainly slope and
aspect), is applied to calculate the two-dimensional
rate of spread in the eight major spread directions;
N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW.
Fire spread is modeled as spreading from the center of an ignited cell towards the neighbor cells.
Therefore, in order to simulate the rate of fire
spread in the eight directions, the time it takes for
a fire spread component to reach the border of the
associated neighbor cell is determined. We call this
time the burn delay for that component. This is
calculated by the following simple equation:

for computing fire spread in a forest cell. We use
the first method for computing fire spread and
scheduling burn delays in a cell that has just been
ignited. The second method will be called for
updating the burn delays for a burning cell when
there is a weather update.
The burn delays for all the eight components are
scheduled for simulation as follows. First, delays
are put in nondecreasing order and the minimum
delay is subtracted from the rest. The result are
the simulation burn delays for each spread direction
and are added to an order container. At anytime
the order container is not empty we can ask for
the minimum delay. Thus, the minimum delay is
always the scheduled burn delay whenever the order
container is not empty. Once the cell transitions
into the burning state the first scheduled burning
delay is removed from the order container and the
cell holds in the burning state for the duration of
the delay. This process is continued while the order
container is not empty. Once the last scheduled
delay is consumed (order container is empty), the
cell transitions into the burned state.
On the other hand, if while a forest cell is
in
the burning state and there is a weather updi
ti =
,
(1) date (change in wind speed and direction), the
Ri
burn delays for the active components are no
where ti is the burn delay for spread direction i, longer valid and need to be updated and rescheddi is the distance from the center of the cell to the uled for simulation. In this case we call the
border in the direction i, and Ri is the rate of fire method reComputeFirespread() to perform this
spread in the direction i.
function. Let us define the order container obThe forest cell model also incorporates dynamism ject fireSpread, to store the scheduled burn deby responding and adapting to changes in weather lays with their associated spread component direcconditions as the fire spreads. When a cell is in tions. Also, let fireSpread have methods size(),
the burning phase it is required that the cell up- getBurndelay(), and getBurnDirection(), for
date its rates of spread based on the current wind returning the number of delays in the container,
speed and direction. This is only applicable to the the minimum burn delay value, and the associated
spread components that are still active. Otherwise, burn delay direction, respectively.
no update is necessary. Let us assume that a spread
component i has covered a distance d out of a to2.3 Fire Suppression
tal distance di when new wind speed and direction
values are input to the cell. At this point the new To allow the forest fire cell model to handle fire supspread Rinew is computed based on the prevailing pression scenarios, we derive simple fire suppression
rules in [Ntaimo et al., 2003] based on flame length
cell wind conditions. The remaining delay time tnew
i
for the spread component to reach the border of the or fireline intensity as given by the general reliable
neighbor cell is now computed over the remaining rules for fire suppression [Andrews 1986; Rothermel and Rinehard 1983]. We assume that fire supdistance di − d as follows:
pression in a burning cell takes at most Tr units of
time, where Tr is the time remaining for that cell
di − d
tnew
= new
(2) to transition into the burned state. The actual time
i
Ri
for putting out a fire in a cell is usually unknown.
Let
us
now
define
two
methods, Therefore, we define a nonnegative random variable
computeFirespread and reComputeFirespread αs as the fraction of the remaining time for a cell to

transition from burning to burned at the instant fire
suppression is initiated for a fire fighting scenario s.
Thus the actual time to put out a fire in the cell is
equal to αs Tr .
In our forest cell model we currently consider only
the four fire fighting scenarios are that are described
in the four general reliable rules for fire suppression [Andrews 1986; Rothermel and Rinehard 1983].
Fire suppression is possible for scenario s = 1 when
(f ln < 1.2 meters) and scenario s = 2 when (1.2
≤ f ln < 2.4 meters). For scenarios s = 3 and
s = 4, however, fire cannot be put out by any fire
fighting efforts, except by prevention only. Therefore, 0 ≤ αs ≤ 1 for s = 1, 2, and αs > 1 for
s = 3, 4. We assume that the random variable αs
is either given or determined from an appropriate
probability distribution.
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3.1

We are now in a position to express the forest cell
atomic model in Parallel DEVS. The forest cell
atomic model can be defined in Parallel DEVS as
follows:
DEV S = (XM , YM , S, δext , δint , δcon , λ, ta)
where
InPorts = {“start”, “stop”, “inN”, “inNE”,
“inE”, “inSE”, “inS”, “inSW”, “inW”, “inNW”,
“inWeather”, “inIgniter”, “inFireFight”}
where
Xstart = {}(emptyset);
Xstop = {}(emptyset);
XinN = {cell id};
XinN E = {cell id};
XinE = {cell id};
XinSE = {cell id};
XinS = {cell id};
XinSW = {cell id};
XinW = {cell id};
XinN W = {cell id};
XinW eather = {wsp dir pair};
XinIgniter = {cell id};
XinF iref ight = {cell id};

EXPRESSING THE FOREST CELL MODEL IN
PARALLEL DEVS

In this section we express the forest cell model in
Parallel DEVS formalism [Zeigler and Sarjoughian
2002]. We start by stating the formal definition of
Parallel DEVS. A basic Parallel DEVS [Zeigler and
Sarjoughian 2002] is a structure:
DEV S = (XM , YM , S, δext , δint , δcon , λ, ta)
where
XM = {(p, v) | p ∈ InP orts, v ∈ Xp } is the set
of input ports and values;
YM = {(p, v) | p ∈ OutP orts, v ∈ Yp } is the set
of output ports and values;
S is the set of sequential states;
b
δext : Q×XM
→ S is the external state transition
function;
δint : S → S is the internal state transition function;
b
δcon : Q × XM
→ S is the confluent transition
function;
λ : S → Y b is the output function;
S
ta : S → R0+ ∞ is the time advance function;
with Q := {(s, e) | s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)} the total
set of states.

Model Expression in Parallel
DEVS

with
XM = {(p, v) | p ∈ InP orts, v ∈ Xp } is the set
of input ports and value pairs.
Outports = {“outN”, “outNE”, “outE”,
“outSE”, “outS”, “outSW”, “outW”, “outNW”,
“outTrans”}
where
YoutN = {this.cell id};
YoutN E = {this.cell id};
XoutE = {this.cell id};
YoutSE = {this.cell id};
YoutS = {this.cell id};
YoutSW = {this.cell id};
YoutW = {this.cell id};
YoutN W = {this.cell id};
YoutT rans = {spreadEnt};

with
YM = {(p, v) | p ∈ OutP orts, v ∈ Yp } is the
set of output ports and value pairs.
In the following phase is a control state that is
almost always used in models to keep track of
where the full state is. Sigma (σ) holds the time
remaining to the next internal event. This is
precisely the time-advance value to be produced
by the time-advance function. The parameter e is
the elapsed time in a given state. Also, “ini ” and
“outi ” represent the input and output ports i ∈
{N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW} to the neighbor
cells.
External Transition Function:
δext ((phase, σ, f li, f ln), e, (p, v)) =
(“unburned”, ∞, f li, f ln),
if p = “start”
(phase, ∞, f li, f ln),
if p = “stop”
(“to burning”, 0, f li, f ln),
if phase = “unburned” & (p = “ini ” ||
p = “inIgniter”) & f li > Tf li
f li = computeFlnIntensity()
(“weather update”, 0, f li, f ln),
if phase = “burning” & p = “inWeather”
(“to unburned wet”, 0, f li, f ln),
if phase = “unburned” & p = “inFirefight”
(‘to ‘burning wet”, 0, f li, f ln),
if phase = “burning” & p = “inFirefight”
&
f ln < 2.4
(phase, σ − e, f li, f ln)
otherwise;
Internal Transition Function:

(“burning”, ti , f li, f ln),
if phase = “weather update” & size > 0
reComputeFirespread(fireSpread)
size = fireSpread.size()
if (size > 0)
i = fireSpread.getBurnDirection()
ti = fireSpread.getBurndelay()
(“burned”, ∞, f li, f ln),
if phase = “burning” & size = 0
size = fireSpread.size()
(“burned wet”, ∞, f li, f ln),
if phase = “burning wet” & (tα = 0)
(“burning wet”, tαs , f li, f ln),
if phase = “to burning wet” &
p = “inFirefight”
Tr = σ − e
if f li < 1.2
s=1
Determine α1
tαs = α1 Tr
else if f li < 2.4
s=2
Determine α2
tαs = α2 Tr
(“unburned wet”,∞, f li, f ln),
if phase = “to unburned wet”
Confluence Function:
δcon (s, ta(s), x) = δint (δext (s, 0, x));
Output Function:
λ(phase, σ, f li, f ln) =
(outi , this.cellid)
if phase = (“burning” || “burning wet”) &
ti = 0
(outTrans, {this.cell id, ros, sdr, f li, f ln})
if phase = “to burning”
(outTrans, {this.cell id, ros, sdr, f li, f ln})
if phase = “weather update”
∅ (null output)
otherwise;

δint ((phase, σ, f li, f ln), e, (p, v)) =
(“burning”, ti , f li, f ln),
if phase = “to burning”
computeFirespread(fireSpread)
i = fireSpread.getBurnDirection()
ti = fireSpread.getBurndelay()
Time advance Function:
(“burning”, ti , f li, f ln),
if phase = “burning” & size > 0
ta(phase, σ, f li, f ln) = σ;
size = fireSpread.size()
if (size > 0)
The above is the direct expression of the forest cell
i = fireSpread.getBurnDirection() model in Parallel DEVS and provides a mathematti = fireSpread.getBurndelay()
ical verification of the model correctness. Next, we

attempt to express the forest cell model directly in
Timed Cell-DEVS.
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N ∧ ∀i ∈ [1, m], i ∈ N,
S
ai ∈ <+
0 S ∞, vi ∈ {0, 1}}, and
σ ∈ <+
∞
0
} if delay = transport, or

EXPRESSING THE FOREST
CELL
MODEL
TIMED CELL-DEVS

S= {(s, phase, f, σ) /
s ∈ {0, 1},
phase ∈ {active, passive},
f ∈ {0, 1}, and
S
σ ∈ <+
∞
0
} if delay = inertial;

In this section we argue that the forest cell atomic
model cannot be directly expressed in Timed CellDEVS formalism. The Cell-DEVS formalism is formally described in [Wainer and Giambiasi 1998] and
implementation models given in [Ameghino et al.,
N ∈ {0, 1, φ}η , is the set of the neighborhood’s
2001], and [Wainer and Giambiasi 2001]. We first binary states;
state the formal definition of three-states transport
d ∈ <+
0 is the transport delay for the cell;
delay model for the Timed Cell-DEVS formalism,
δint : S → S is the internal transition function;
which is an extension to the basic binary Cell-DEVS
δext : Q×X is the external transition function,
model with different delays. To extend to the three- where Q is the state set defined by
states transport delay model, a third state reflecting
Q = {(s, e)/s ∈ S, and e ∈ [0, D(s)]};
undefined behavior for the cell is introduced and is
τ : N → N is the local computing function;
denoted as φ, and serves to define the behavior of
λ : S → Y is the output function; and
S
those cells whose binary state is unknown.
D : Q → <+
∞ is the state’s lifetime
0
function.

4.1

Timed Cell-DEVS Definition

A three-states transport delay Timed Cell-DEVS
model [Wainer and Giambiasi 1998] can be formally
defined as:

4.2

Model Expression in Timed CellDEVS

T DCD =< I, X, Y, delay, S, d, δint, δext, τ, λ, D >
Let us begin our argument with expressing the
cell input X in Timed Cell-DEVS. The forest
where,
cell inputs Xstart , Xstop , the neighbor cells inputs
XinN , ..., XinN W , and XinIgniter and XinF iref ight
I =< η, P X , P Y > represents the definition of can be converted to binary (X = {0, 1, φ}) as rethe modular model interface.
quired by the Timed Cell-DEVS formalism. This
Here η ∈ N is the neighborhood size, and,
is because in all these inputs we simply communifor i = X|Y, P i is a port definition (input or cate the cell id of the neighbor cell. Instead, we
output respectively), where
can as well send a 1 or 0 to the cell of interest and
still achieve the same objective. However, the inP i = {(Nji , Tji ) / ∀j ∈ [1, η], Nji ∈ put XinW eather require that we pass the global wind
[i1 , iη ] (port name), and
speed and direction (wsp dir pair) to all the cells.
Tji = binary (port type)};
Therefore, this input may not be directly expressed
in Timed Cell-DEVS. Thus, the forest cell model
X = {0, 1, φ} is the set of input external events; external transition function cannot be directly exY = {0, 1, φ} is the set of output external pressed in Timed Cell-DEVS.
events;
We can make a similar argument in the limdelay ∈ {transport, inertial, none};
itation of expressing the forest cell model output
S is the state set, where
into Y = {0, 1, φ}, which is required by Timed CellS = {(s, phase, σqueue, σ) /
DEVS. The forest cell output YoutT rans require rels ∈ {0, 1, φ},
atively more complex data types compared to the
phase ∈ {active, passive},
binary data type. Again, we may not directly exσqueue = {((v1 , σ1 ), ..., (vm , σm )) / m ∈ press the forest cell model output function λ in the

Timed Cell-DEVS unless we apply some transformation to the data.
The main issue, however, is in expressing the
forest cell model internal transition function into
that of Timed Cell-DEVS. Here the limitation is in
handling multiple states each with possibly multiple delays. As explained in section 2, the forest cell
model has 6 basic states, each with a different delay.
Furthermore, the burning state requires that each
burning component delay be scheduled and that the
output at the end of the delay be sent to the appropriate neighbor cell, thus allowing for independent
fire spread in the 8 major component directions.
This state has multiple delays. Besides only allowing for binary states (s ∈ {0, 1, φ}), Timed CellDEVS permits only one time delay per cell of type
(d ∈ <+
0 ). Therefore, the forest cell model cannot
be directly expressed in Timed Cell-DEVS. Parallel DEVS has neither of these limitations and thus
allows for the direct expression of the forest cell
model.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper a DEVS forest cell model has been expressed in Parallel DEVS formalism and the model
correctness thus mathematically verified. In modeling fire spread using the cellular DEVS approach,
the forest cell model is the basic building block
of the entire simulation model. Therefore, it is
necessary to express the forest cell model in the
DEVS formalism in order to verify model correctness mathematically before implementing it. Due to
the requirement of general states and multiple time
delays, we argue that the forest cell model cannot
be directly expressed in the Timed Cell-DEVS formalism. Unlike the Parallel DEVS formalism, the
Timed Cell-DEVS formalism allows only for models
with binary states and one delay per cell.
Our future work along this direction of research
include the development and mathematical verification of a Parallel DEVS atomic model for a forest
“fire suppression agent” that is going to be coupled
to the forest cell model discussed in this paper. In
this way, all fire suppression activities for a given
forest cell would be modeled via the “agent” for
that cell. We believe that this would enable more
flexibility in simulating diverse fire suppression scenarios more realistically. Furthermore, this would
allow for fire suppression control rules to be separate from the forest cell and thus, would allow for
more complex fire suppression activities to be mod-

eled and simulated.
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